
 
 

Brewer M/F 
 

Who are we? 

 

De Loonbrouwerij is a contract brewery (beer and other drinks) located in the center of The 

Netherlands, about 10 kilometers south of Utrecht. We brew dozens of  the most diverse 

beers and diverse beer styles per year solely on behalf of our customers. In fact a different 

(brand of) beer every day. Brewing is done in batches of 20 hl. The annual production is 

about 8,000 hectoliters. 

 

Over the years, award-winning beers have been brewed at international beer events such 

as the Dutch Beer Challenge, the Brussels Beer Challenge, the London Beer Challenge and 

even Gold in Germany at the Frankfurt International Trophy. 

 

Who are you? 

 

Someone with a lot of energy and different skills, who likes challenges and is doesn’t mind 

surprises. Someone who enjoys working on process improvements. And of course someone 

with a great interest in beer and brewing it  

 

What are we looking for? 

 

Our future brewer already has some experience in all aspects of brewing and brewery 

management and is willing to learn more. Recipe development and calculation, use of 

ingredients, brewing, fermentation, separation, saturation, pasteurization, bottling, it’s all 

part of the job. 

 

Assisting our Head Brewer in running a brewery, in which so many different recipes are 

processed, also requires a lot of skills and initiative in the field of hygiene (HACCP), brewing 

efficiency, organization & planning, maintenance, communication with customers, logistic 

processes and constant attention to improving production processes. Every brewery, in fact 

every production company, is all about operational excellence, innovation and process 

improvement. Due to the great dynamics with a lot of customers and many more beers, 

helping to run a contract brewery is complex and requires a creative, initiative-oriented and 

problem-oriented approach. 

 

What are you looking for? 

 

A place where you can lose your energy and where you can actively contribute to the 

further growth and development of the company. You like working in a team, working 

closely with our Head Brewer and trainee brewer, but also don’t mind working on your own 

sometimes. We are flexible with regard to the terms of employment and are not bound by a 

collective labor agreement. If you need housing, we can and will help you in finding this. We 

are convinced that if both parties have confidence in a collaboration, agreement can be 

reached on the terms. Feel free to contact us and call +31 343-725090 or email your resume 

to mail@deloonbrouwerij.nl 


